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Architectural Mode Of Life
By Ernestine Bryant

It has become traditional to speak glibly of
the seven major arts and yet, I think, at no
time in history have all the arts been accorded
equal recognition and honor. Music, painting,
sculpture, and literature, these have always
been the popular arts. Every generation of
civilized men has acclaimed certain painters
and men of letters and composers and sculptors. They have been elected to the halls of
fame and great monuments have been erected
to their memory. Today everyone has heard
of Dante and Shakespeare and Milton, in the
world of letters; and of Brahms and Beethoven and Bach in music; and of Rapheal and
Leonardo da Vinci and Cezanne in the field
of painting; and of Phideas and Michelangelo
who are famed for their sculptured works. If
we turn to the realm of the drama and the
dance there are scarcely any great artists
whose names occur to us immediately — besides those of our own day or the very recent
past — Bernhardt and Eleanor Duce and possibly Edwin Booth, to many of us represent
all we know of the past in dramatic art. In
the history of the dance, we recall only Pavlowa and Isadora Duncan, both of whom have
died in the last decade. And yet drama and
dancing are very old arts, too. Our poverty of
knowledge in regard to their exponents may
be explained by two reasons. Dancing and
drama have suffered many periods of deep decadence and have not always been considered
respectable arts. At some periods in history

they have been denied an audience by polite
society. They were the black sheep of the art
family who were tactfully ignored when art
was discussed or else spoken of only in whispers. So it has happened that frequently the
dancer and the actor have lacked champions
to praise them and give them everlasting fame.
Then too, until the advent of the motion picture the genius of these artists died with them.
They had no masterpieces to survive them a id
so they were soon forgotten and the arts they
represented have faded in men's minds also.
But there is still another art which has been
slighted by the majority of men without any
such good cause. I speak of the art of building
— 01 architecture. So far removed are we from
that infanthood of the human race when men
were tree dwellers and cliff dwellers and cave
dwellers that we have come to accept buildings as natural things and to ignore their creators almost completely. We have taken so for
granted, the houses that daily shelter us, the
schools where we spend our youth mastering
the "three r's," the market places and factories
and commercial houc; s where we buy a vl s 1
and transact our business and earn our livelihood, — the very temples where we worshrr,
we have taken all these structures of wood a ;d
stone and steel so much for granted that we
have sometimes not realized that they are
works of art as truly as a portrait or a sonnet
is a work of art. We should all respect the art
of building. We are dependent upon it for
much comfort and joy. It is also an art whose
fundamental principles of balance and symmetry are involved in all the arts; but more
important still, it is an art from which we as

individuals might learn many profitable lessons. For there is a sense in which every one
of us is an artist, and primarily a builder. The
poet has truly said of the human race:
"All are architects of fate
Working in these walls of time.
For the structure that we raise,
Time is with materials filled;
Our todays and yesterdays
Are the blocks with which we build."

Unaware of this great fact too many of us
fritter away our days in aimless pursuits until
there comes a bitter day when we view our
lives in retrospect aid see that they are tawdry
superstructures built on shallow foundations,
lackiig both meaning and beauty. This revelation drives some men to suicide. Others take
refuge in a churlish and cynical philosophy
toward life calling it a "hobbling a id buzzing
confusion signifying nothing." Still others,
after a frightened pause, resume their old activities at a giddier pace than before.
These sorry results might be prevented if
men (and women too) would take heed of the
architect's technique and apply it to the business of living. Eaeh of us is building a life —
his own, her own as the case may be — but
lacking a technique some of us make surh
mighty blunders that our lives fall far short of
being the "mighty mansions" of our dreams.
We miss joy and happiness and security because we have no technique for living.
I do not intend to imply that we are sur:h
absolute masters of our fates that the mere use
of any method will enable us to realize our
most fantastic day dreams. Every individual is
born into a certain environment and a certain

set of circumstances which will inevitably influence the course which his life must take.
There are limitations on every life. None but
a king's son may reasonably aspire to becoming a king, and in these troublous political
times even that is an unwise aspiration. Only
a person gifted with a magnificent voice can
hope to be a great singer. But regardless of
one's limitations, his life can be joyous, meaningful and satisfying if he will only plan it
wisely. And the successful life must have a
plan. Every great building is first of all a blue
print. In planning one's life it is well to begin
at the very beginning and honestly admit the
peculiarities of one's environment. These peculiar circumstances can never constitute insurmountable obstacles to happiness in the
planned life.
Ten architects ever have ideal locations on
which to erect their buildings. But the great
ones have fitted the structure to the setting
provided for it- sacrificing neither beauty nor
serviceability. Thru their artistry they have
even forced awkward settings to enhance their
works. The builder of the Parthenon had
many mean problems to solve. He was compelled to nlace a building- of a very exactly
defined style on a steep hilly landscape not
' ojcially suited to it. And that building is today — in a state of ruins — still the most rennowned of all architectural structures.
Every builder whether his material be stone
or whether it be life itself must consider his
setting or environment and make his plans accordingly.
The purpose of the building must also be
kept in mind. For the purpose, the use to
which the structure is to be put determines its

whole internal pattern. The purpose is the
main thing; it is the spiritual foundation of a
building. Nevertheless the world is full of
people who are trying to build their lives
without dedicating themselves to any purpose
or ideal. If we don't know how or for what
purpose we want to live; if we never decide
what values we want of life — is it any wonder
that we build unsound traps that will totter
and crash over our heads some day, leaving us
wretched arid lonely?
A famous preacher of our day, Maud Roydon, has said that "the secret of joy is to be
used for a great purpose which one recognizes
as greater than oneself." And John Oxenham
has expressed the necessity for a purpose, a
high purpose in life, in these words:
"To every man there openeth
A way, and ways, and a way
And the high soul climbs the highway
And the low soul climbs the low
And in between on the misty flats
The rest drift to and fro.

!

"But to every man there openeth
A highway and a low
And every man decideth
Which way his soul shall go."

There is a reason for the frantic, helter,
skelter way in which we live today. We fail to
dream. This is an age which reverses quantity
and action and all of us, consciously or unconsciously, are striving to be men and women of
action. We keep too busily engaged in a number of so-called "practical" tasks to plan for
the future or even think much about it until
it is too late. We are slaves of the clock rushing from one engagement to another, trying to
follow every fad and scheme we hear of and

often failing to really, richly live, which is the
greatest thing of all. We must soon, if we wish
to be a really cultured race, distinguish between this civilization of quantity and ceaseless activity and the civilization of quality. It
is not always the biggest things that are the
best; and it is not always the busy, bustling
people who lead the fullest lives. We might all
experience more of real enduring happiness
(and be more useful citizens of the world too)
by living as Thoreau did at Walden or as
Emily Dickinson did during her thirty years'
seclusion from the world. It is the dreamers
who move the world. Practical people are
often so busy being practical that they cannot
see beyond the present moment, while the
dreamer visualizes the future.
Every great creation of art has been born in
the imagination. No house is planned on
paper, no picture painted on canvass, no
music ever written that does not first exist in
the imagination. Back of every great achievement stands a dreamer. The dreams of yesterday have become the customs of today and the
dreams of today will become the customs of tomorrow. Without dreams and dreamers we
should have no civilization at all. We should
still be living in the dark caves of the stone
age. If we would achieve greatness in our lives
let us not scorn to dream. Dreaming is a parti
of every artist's technique and we are all
artists — "architects of fate," each trying to
make his life a work of art, fit for enjoyment.
It is true that it is often difficult to meditate
and dream and plan in the noisy, turbulent,
atmosphere of modernity. But we must wrest
from the twenty-four hours of the day some
little time to be spent in silent thought and

contemplation — some little time to let the
imagination soar to wondrous heights. In such
moments are discovered the great purposes on
which every well constructed life is firmly
founded. For "silence is the element in which
great things fashion themselves together; that
at length they may emerge full formed and
majestic into the daylight of life."
Find a time to meditate and dream. These
are the first requirements if you would make
your life a "stately mansion" in which joy and
happiness and security abound. This is the
technique for living which I propose — that
you dream a plan and a purpose for your life;
and that you shape your plan to suit the inescapable realities of your environment; then
that you build your life in accordance with
that plai. This would be an "architectural
mode of life."
(Delivered at the Annual Candle Lighting Service
for the Recognition of Members of Linden Branch
Y. W. C. A., Oakland, California, October 28, 1934.)

